OPIM SIAN
TO
ROUTINE WAVE
INFO

RYBAT GYROSE

REF: SIAN 0845 (IN 19547)

1. ADVISE AMBANG/1 THAT RECENT PITCH USING EXTREMELY
   NOT REPEAT NOT APPROACH FAILED. LECHUGA NOT REPEAT NOT
   READY OR WILLING BREAK. TELL HIM THAT VERY STRATEGIC
   REASONS FOR NOT WASTING HIS ACCESS AT THIS TIME.

2. ALSO PBRUMEN SITUATION TOO DELICATE TAKE ANY CHANCES
   FOR FLAP AT UN. AMBANG/1 COULD GET HURT AS LECHUGA QUITE
   CAPABLE DENOUNCING HIM.

3. PLEASE ADVISE AMBANG/1 FERNANDEZ EAGER SEE HIM BUT
   COMMITTED DURING PERIOD 15 THROUGH 23 NOV.

END OF MESSAGE

W. K. HARVEY
C/TFW

E. Stanulis (by phone)
WH/6
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